Numerical Monte Carlo studies and analytical considerations are reported indicating that in certain models of multilayer irreversible surface adsorption the density may actually increase away from the substrate. This unexpected conclusion is contrary to simple intuitive considerations in formation of amorphous deposits. The behavior of the density is found to obey a universal power law. Some time dependent properties are also examined.
Generally, deposition dominated by jamming e ects will result in an amorphous deposit so that the notion of \layers" in a true continuum deposition can be employed only as an approximate concept. However, simpli ed lattice models can reveal many general aspects of the deposition processes as well as new unexpected features. One such result is presented in this work. Indeed, a common intuition in the formation of amorphous deposits is that due to gaps in lower layers, the higher layer coverage (i.e., the deposit density) will be decreasing with the layer number (distance from the substrate). Our results suggest that in some deposition models the e ects of the gaps may be just reversed: the coverage (deposit density) actually increases away from the wall! This unexpected behavior is rst demonstrated numerically, following the de nition of the model. The convergence to the limiting coverage is found to obey a universal power law. Phenomenological argument is then given supporting the assertion that the observed e ect of coverage increase with the layer number is indeed due to presence of gaps in lower layers. A monolayer model simulating the gap e ect { 2 { is formulated and studied numerically.
Lattice models with screening eliminated by disallowing overhangs were studied recently 6 by numerical and analytical methods. The coverage was found to decrease with the layer number both in 2D and in 1D, and its power-law convergence to the limiting value far from the wall was explained by random walk arguments. The model studied here is an extension of the 1D model with overhangs allowed 7 but only over gaps which are small enough so that screening is eliminated. Thus, we consider deposition of k-mers (i.e., objects of length k) on a 1D linear substrate which is modeled by a lattice of spacing 1.
The deposition attempts are distributed uniformly over the lattice sites, with a certain rate per site which will be absorbed in the de nition of the time variable T . The group of k lattice sites chosen in each deposition attempt is examined to nd the lowest layer, n, in which all these k sites are empty. If n = 1, then the k-mer is \deposited." However, for layers n > 1 the deposition is successful only if no gaps of size k or larger are covered (this restriction is imposed in order to suppress screening 7 ).
Thus, the deposition is always allowed if all the \supporting" k sites in the (n ? 1)st layer are lled or have only small internal gaps. However, if the leftmost site or the rightmost site, or both of them are parts of gaps of length k or larger, extending of course beyond the k-group under consideration, in layer (n ? 1), then the deposition attempt is rejected. For the case of dimers (k = 2) the rule is further illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Our numerical simulations were carried out for k = 2; 3; 4; 5; 10. Lattice sizes were 2000, with periodic boundary conditions. The results were averaged over at least 2000 di erent Monte Carlo runs. We measured the time dependence of the coverage n (T) (fraction of occupied sites) in several layers n, up to T = 80, where the time scale is de ned to have one deposition attempt per lattice site per unit time. The behavior of the \jamming" coverages was then analyzed for layers n 55 since these layers were clearly \saturated" (up to statistical noise in the data) at times T = 80.
Let us, however, rst comment on the time dependence and speci cally, compare numerical results for k = 2 and layers n = 1; 2 with other studies available in the literature. These results are presented in Fig. 2 . For layer 1, the deposition in our model is not a ected by other layers and is therefore identical to the monolayer deposition case for which there is an exact solution. 8 Indeed, the numerical data follow the exact curve quite closely. However, the approximate self-consistent approach for layer 2, see Ref. 7 , provides at best a semiqualitative description of the coverage, typical of self-consistent theories. In fact, both the short time behavior and the large-time asymptotic coverage are not reproduced correctly by the self-consistent approximation. 7 Qualitatively, since the higher layers have to build up on top of the lower layers, the coverage at short times follows the conventional intuition and decreases with layer number. For example, for k = 2 one can establish that n (T) 2T n =n! for T << 1;
which is indeed con rmed by the data. However, for the particular deposition rule considered here the coverage in layer n eventually exceeds that in layer (n ? 1) at larger times. For layer 2 this is shown in Fig. 2 .
This unexpected behavior was found numerically for all layers n 55 and for all k studied. The jamming coverages are shown in Fig. 3 . We employed the sequence analysis methods described in Ref. 9 with some modi cations appropriate for Monte Carlo data with statistical noise, which amounted to averaging over several data points for consecutive n before applying the sequence-analysis techniques. We found clear evidence of the power-law behavior n (1) ' 1 (1) ?
{ 4 { All the quantities in (2) depend implicitly on k. However, the power was found to be universal and approximately near 1 3 for all k studied. The sequence analyses, not detailed here, suggest the range = 0:3 0:15;
based on the available data for n 55.
While we cannot explain the value of the exponent or substantiate the validity of (2) beyond numerical evidence, we can o er an argument for the unexpected increase in the higher-layer coverage at jamming. Indeed, when large enough covered (by k-mers or gaps of sizes up to k ? 1) regions have formed in layer (n ? 1), then the deposition with overhangs beyond those regions will be delayed, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Thus, there will be some preference for higher density in layer n especially near the ends of the regions occupied in layer (n ? 1); see Fig. 1 .
To test the above suggestion, we considered the following monolayer dimer-deposition model. Let L denote the lattice size (L = 2000 in simulations). We select randomly L=2 dimers and make the L sites thus selected unavailable for deposition for times 0 T T s . Introduction of such a \sleeping time" T s for fraction of lattice sites (grouped in dimers) in monolayer deposition supposedly will model e ect of disallowed overhangs over gaps of size larger than 1 in the lower layer, (n ? 1), on the multilayer deposition in layer n provided we loosely identify T s / n. Indeed, examination of our multilayer data suggests that times needed to build up the nth layer coverage grow linearly with n. For instance times T 1=2 de ned via
grow according to
where the coe cient is of order 1 and gradually decreases with k: our data suggests ' 0:88; 0:81; 0:77; 0:74; 0:65, for k = 2; 3; 4; 5; 10, respectively.
After time T s all the blocked sites are released and can be occupied in subsequent deposition attempts. For the blocked site density = 0:5, the resulting monolayermodel coverage is shown in Fig. 4 for several \sleeping times" T s . In Fig. 5 , we plot the jamming coverages for several values of , as functions of the sleeping time T s . Guided by the anticipated approximate correspondence T s / n, described earlier, and by relation (2), we plotted the data vs. T ?1=3 s ; compare Fig. 3 . Indeed, the data roughly follow straight lines although no careful analysis of the T s -dependence was attempted due to limited number of data points collected as compared to the multilayer case.
In summary, out study illustrates an unexpected property of voids in lower layers promoting higher-density deposit formation in higher layers. A monolayer model with \sleeping sites" con rms our conjecture that this e ect is due to the delay in deposition with gaps on top of the boundaries of covered regions in lower layers. 
